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Role of sun in health 
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Abstract 

Sun plays very important role in health. The planets that are indicating sixth cusp should give a person 

health issues. It is equally true the planets that contradictory sixth cusp should relieve the person from 

illness. This implies of a person need to get sickness the planet aligned to six the cusp would always 

give health issues and contradictory planet should always save him. This should be supported by the 

Dasa and transit chart. 
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1. Introduction 

Every planet directly or indirectly causes health. The Sun is understood as the important 

constellation to save a person. Typically, Sun is not in good health the major key illness is 

caused.  

 
Table 1: Let’s understand various diseases caused by various planets. 

 

Planet Diseases 

Sun 
Heart, eye-sight(Right Eye for Male and left eye for female), general body, constitution, 

general health, eyes, Stomach, Blood, Skin, Belly 

Moon 
Breast, Eye sight (Left eye for Male and right eye for female), Throat, mind, head, 

chest, kidney, water in body, heart, nervous debility, Alimentary canal 

Mars 

Blood, marrow, energy, genitals, rectum, veins, head, female organs, Fore-head, nose 

vitality, pregnancy problems, blood pressure, emotions, anger, aggression, menstrual 

cycle. 

Mercury 
Lungs, Tongue, arms, mouth, chest, spinal cord, gall bladder, nerves, skin, memory, gall 

bladder, Spinal system. 

Jupiter 
Thighs, Fat, kidney, liver, tongue, right ear, higher mental plane, diabetes, brain, 

Memory, Spleen, Semen, Pleura 

Saturn 
All types of joints, particularly knee cap and knee joints, arthritis, muscular pains, ears, 

Skin, hair, Osseous system 

Venus 

Eye sight, pigmentation causing ugliness, problem of teeth, legs, hair, bones, sweat 

glands, limbs, fatigue, weakness, ageing, wrinkles, disease causing acute sorrow, piles. 

Chin, Face, Genital Organs, Throat. 

Rahu 
Bad teeth, dental problems, commit suicidal mind, murderous acts, Maniac, excretory 

organs, genitals, Feet, Breathing. 

Ketu Feet, excretory organs (anus), impotency, Belly 

 

The above list is not complete. Then again certain understanding it can accommodate to the 

actual facts.  

To understand the facts of the reality we need to examine Natal charts to for the clarity and 

understanding. The forecast of the charts would give the person enough headsup and could 

act as a preventive measure. 

In modern world, after contracting health issues they reach the Doctor for assistance instead 

of proactively saving themselves before contracting the health issues is observed in prevalent 

of major population. 

 

2. Chart Analysis 

On Analyzing the Chart as per Research Methodology.  
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Female born on Chennai 

Birth date: 24-Jul-1975, 16:10  

Latitude: 13N04.00 

Longitude: 80E17.00 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Traditional Natal Chart 

 

Dasa Balance: Mars 1 year and 24 days. 

 

3. Analysis 

I have used KP chart for the reference below 

 

 
 

Fig 2: KP Natal Chart 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Planetary Positions 
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Fig 4: Cusp Positions 

 

 
 

Fig 5: General Significators aligned by Planet 

 

 
 

Fig 6: General Significators aligned by Cusp 

 

 
 

Fig 7: Transit Chart 
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In actually general significators of 12 cusp will show sun, 

Mercury, ketu would be primary significator; rahu as second 

significator, guru as fourth significators as third none was 

present. 

Analyzing by the traditional methodology I could say the 

wrong diseases but in actuals would be different. Actually, 

Sun, Ketu and Mercury are in the star of Rahu. Rahu is 

present in the 6th cusp. By normal analysis Rahu would 

cause illness. The fact is Sun, Ketu and Mercury would 

cause more health issue with allergic reaction in her body. 

This means Guru by 5th aspect would see the 6th cusp so 

Rahu impact is reduced is predicted by traditional astrology. 

Actually Guru would give different health issues at slow 

pace. 

 

Current Dasa 

Guru (till 18-Mar-2027)| Venus (29-Sep-2021) | Mars (13-

Jan-2020) | Sun (08-Jan-2020) 

Now based on the current dasa this lady suffering from 

serious illness of headaches and mental stress. At times she 

attempts suicide due to the pain she is suffering. This was 

confirmed through the transit chart and accepted by this 

lady.  

In the above chart 7, you can observe the Sun is placed in 

the 6th cusp. Also from table Figure 4 & 5 Sun is the prime 

significator for the health issue. This is duly supported by 

Dasa. Hence the person has health issue. 

The same was confirmed by the person and it proved to be 

completely valid.  

 

4. Conclusion 

In reality the chart is as per the exact planetary alignments 

caused. There is always possibility of the charts that can go 

wrong due to the exact alignments in terms of precision such 

as. This can be compensated by bringing in the traditional 

methodology, chart correction and rectification of chart by 

correlating the precision with actual events.  
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